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Foreword 
The sport of Frisbee® flying disc has provided millions of people with great enjoyment and 
satisfaction. For many, the desire to obtain expertise with the Frisbee disc has led them to 
search for new challenges in throwing, catching, and developing new skills. 

The aims are: 

1. To set up standards of proficiency, accomplishment and excellence in the use 
of the Frisbee disc and provide a method by which every IFA member may judge 
his skill and versatility in the light of accepted standards of the IFA membership. 

2. To acknowledge progress and to give recognition to accomplishment, to improve 
techniques and to increase the total proficiency in the use of the Frisbee disc by 
each IFA member. 

Frisbee Is a registered TM . of Wham-0 Mfg. Co. l or flying saucers used in sports games 

@1976 In ternational Frisbee Assoc iati on , A l l ri ghts reserved 

Reproduction i n whole or in part of t his man u al wi th out written 
permission of the International F r i sbee Assoc iation is proh ibited. 



I FA. 
Proliclienq Ratina Syaem 

The IFA has established the following degrees of individual proficiency, as determined 
by accomplishment of the IFA Proficiency Rating Standards: 

NOVICE 

A Novice is anyone who enjoys a Frisbee disc, and is a member in good 
standing of IFA. 

EXPERT 

An Expert is an IFA member in good standing who has passed the Expert Proficiency Test, 
which must be attested to by two IFA members in good standing or, if not available, three 
permanent members of the community, preferably. individuals involved in organized sports 
such as park officials or school physical education instructors. 

MASTER 

A Master is an IFA member in good standing who has passed the Master Proficiency Test, 
which must be attested to by three IFA members in good standing. Their membership 
card numbers must accompany their signatures. 
Upon successful completion of the entire Master Proficiency Test, which is to be attested 
to by the judges on the candidate 's proficiency rating card , the card and certification 
fee is sent to IFA headquarters for official sanction. The member will then receive certi
fication as a Frisbee® Master and be issued a special membership card and certificate. 

WORLD CLASS MASTER 

A World Class Master is an IFA member in good standing who has passed the special 
World Class Master Proficiency Test which is given by appointment at regional offices of 
the IFA. Write to IFA central offices for additional details. 

Only members in good standing may hold and compete in the above classifications. A 
lifetime registration payment for any member to be in good standing is $3.00. Authenti
cated proficiency test scores, listed on the proficiency rating card, must be submitted 
to the IFA along with certification fee for advance in rating. 

NOTE: A member is not required to progress through each classification in order to be
come a candidate for higher rating . 
While IFA proficiency certification is predicated on the honor system, any member may be 
challenged by another IFA member of equal or higher rating to demonstrate his proficiency 
within his classification . 

Upon completion of test, mail signed card and appropriate fee to: International Frisbee 
Association, P.O. Box 970, San Gabriel, CA. 91776 



Expen 
Proficiency Qualification Requiremena 

CONDITIONS AND TEST AREA 

Two , four-yard diameter circles should be drawn on the ground 25 yards center to center. 
The candidate must deliver his flights from within one circle and may choose either end 
of the court for any throwing or catching group . 

QUALIFICATIONS COURT 

f------- 25 yds.-------1 

I --f : 
I 4 yds. 
1 

J 9 yds. 

- I 
I 

The catcher is free to move anywhere within the 12-foot diameter circle but is prohibited 
from stepping outside of it during the accuracy test. The candidate must complete the 
proficiency test within a 60-minute maximum time period. Only one such attempt may be 
made in any single day. 

THROWING REQUIREMENTS 

Within each of the following groups, the flights must be completed consecutively, with the 
method of delivery the candidate 's choice. If the flight is properly executed and the catch
er fails , it will be judged to be a completed flight. 

Straight flights may not cut the four-yard lines; cu rves must cut the 9-yard lines at some 
point in flight. 

The candidate may schedule the following seven flight groups in any order he wishes. 

GROUP 1 -Four Straight Flights 

E:;> --:::> --- 7 --7-- -7 - --7 - 7 - ~ - ~ -



EXPERT PROFICIENCY QUALIFICATION REQUIREMENTS 

THROWING REQUIREMENTS (continued) 

GROUP 2- Two Right-Curve Flights 

GROUP 3- Two Left-Curve Flights 

GROUP 4- Two Hover (or Floater) Flights 

GROUP 5- Two Skip Flights (to be executed 
on any hard surface) 

GROUP 6- Distance 

The candidate must obtain an average distance, in four consecutive flights , two up-wind 
and two down-wind, of not less than 30 yards. 



EXPERT PROFICIENCY QUALIFICATION REQUIREMENTS 

THROWING REQUIREMENTS (continued) 

GROUP 7- Repeat any two flights in the above Groups 1 through 5 using opposite 
method of delivery, ie, if backhand was used, throw underhand or sidearm. 

UNDERHAND 
DELIVERY 

CLOSE UP 
OF THROW 

SIDE ARM DELIVERY 

CATCHING REQUIREMENTS 

The candidate must be capable of catching 
two consecutive flights of any type using 
only the right hand and two consecutive 
flights of any type using only the left hand , 
made from a distance of 25 yards. He must 
also be able to complete two behind-the-back 
catches using either the right hand or left hand. 

NOTE: These catches should be done 
consecutively, however, consideration will 
be allowed if the flights are not 
properly executed. 

BEHIND-THE-BACK 
CATCH 

Upon successful completion of the entire Expert Proficiency Test, wh ich is to be attested 
to by the judges on the candidate 's proficiency rating card , the card and certification fee 
is sent to IFA®headquarters for official sanction . The member will then receive certifica
tion as a Frisbee® Expert and be issued a new membership card , certificate, Master pro
ficiency rating card. 



ExpeM: 
Proficienq Ratins CklalillcMion 

THROWING REQUIREMENTS 
NOTE: Examiner please initial each group as completed. 

GROUP 1 Four Straight Flights 

GROUP 2 Two Right Curve Flights 

G.ROUP 3 Two Left Curve Flights 

GROUP 4 Two Hover (or Floater) Fl ights 

GROUP 5 Two Skip Flights 

GROUP 6 Distance (four consecutive) 
(30-yard minimum) 

Throw 1 yds. up-wind 
2 yds. up-wind 
3 yds. down-wind 
4 yds. down-wind 

Average 

GROUP 7 Sidearm or Underhand Deliveries 
Two Flights 
Two Flights 

CATCHING REQUIREMENTS 

@}. 
® 

NAME: 

Two consecutive catches with right hand 
Two consecutive catches with left hand 
Two consecutive behind-the-back catches 
Two consecutive between-the-leg catches 

FRISBEE EXPERT CERTIFICATION 

I FA# 

yds. 

has qualified in all the requirements for the rank of FRISBEE® Expert 
as attested by: 

IFA Member I FA# 

IFA Member IF A # 

IFA Member I FA# 
EXPERT CERTIFICATION FEE $5.00 

THIS DAY OF 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

x ___ _ 
x _ __ _ 
x _ _ _ _ 
x ___ _ 





NasCer 
P1 olicie~Clualillcation Requiremems 

CONDITIONS AND TEST AREA 

Two , four-yard diameter circles should be drawn on the ground 30 yards center to center. 
The candidate must deliver his flights from within one circle and may choose either end 
of the court for any throwing or catching group. 

QUALIFICATIONS COURT 

------ 30 yds.-------1 

I --f : 
I 4 yds. 
1 

j 9 yds. 

- I 
I 

The catcher is free to move anywhere within the 4-yard diameter circle but is prohibited 
from stepping outside of it while attempting to catch. The candidate must complete the pro
ficiency test within a 60-minute maximum time period. Only one such attempt may be made 
in any single day. 

THROWING REQUIREMENTS 

Within each of the following groups, the fl ights must be completed consecutively , with 
the method of delivery being either sidearm, underhand , or backhand for all groups. If the 
flight is properly executed, and the catcher fails , it will be judged to be a completed 
flight. Straight flights may not cut the four-yard lines ; curves must cut the 9-yard lines 
at some point in flight. 

The candidate may schedule the following flight groups in any order he wishes: 

GROUP 1 : Straight Flights 

GROUP 2: Hover Flights (must be over thrower 's head at some point in flight and 
arrive at the catcher in an essentially flat attitude appropriate for tipping). 

GROUP 3: Right Curve Flights 

GROUP 4: Left Curve Flights 

GROUP 5: Skip Flights 



MASTER PROFICIENCY QUALIFICATION REQUIREMENTS 

THROWING REQUIREMENTS (continued) 

GROUP 6 The candidate must choose one of the following self-caught flight options. 
1. Maximum Time Aloft- Candidate must tflrow the Frisbee® disc into the air and then 
catch it cleanly in one hand before it strikes the ground. Time is measured from release to 
first contact of catching attempt. Two consecutive six-second flights required. 

-OR-
2. Throw, Run and Catch- Candidate must throw the Frisbee disc into the air and then 
catch it cleanly in one hand before it strikes the ground. Distance is measured from 
point of release to point of first contact in catching attempt. Two consecutive eighty-foot 
flights are required. 

NOTE: Women and seniors (45 yrs. or older) are required to throw two consecutive 
4-second flights for MTA or two consecutive 60-foot flights for TR & C. 

GROUP 7- Distance The candidate must obtain an average distance, in four con-
secutive flights, two up-wind and two down-wind of not less than 40 yards. 

GROUP 8 

GROUP 9 

Repeat any two flight groups (1 through 5) using the Overhand Wrist Flip. 

OVERHAND WRIST FLIP 

TOP VIEW 

BOTTOM VIEW 

Repeat any two flight groups (1 through 5) using one of the three delivery 
styles (backhand, sidearm, or underhand) which was not used in groups 
1 through 5. 

BACKHAND 
DELIVERY 

,.-

/uNDERHAND 
DELIVERY 

SIDE ARM DELIVERY 



MASTER PROFICIENCY QUALIFICATION REQUIREMENTS 

CATCHING REQUIREMENTS 

The candidate must be capable of catching four consecutive 
flights of any type using only the right hand and four 
consecutive flights of any type using only the left hand, 
thrown from a distance in excess of 30 yards. 
He must also complete the following: 

SPECIAL CATCHES 

1. Three consecutive beh ind-the-head catches using either 
the right or left hand only. 

BEHIND-THE-HEAD CATCH 

2. Three consecutive between-the-legs catches using either 
the right or left hand only. 

BETWEEN-THE-LEGS CATCH 

3. Three consecutive behind-the back catches using either 
the right or left hand only. 

BEHIND-THE-BACK CATCH 



MASTER PROFICIENCY QUALIFICATION REQUIREMENTS 

CATCHING REQUIREMENTS (continued) 

4. Three consecutive finger catches using either 
the right or left hand only. 

FINGER CATCH 

5. Three consecutive catches doing at least two tips, 
then a one-handed catch . 

....... ---- .... 
\ ... --- -.............. '~ 
; ... -.::.-: -..., 

/ ..... - -- .... , ,- / ,.._ ___ , 

NOTE: Under special circumstances, qualification 
requirements may be modified through 
petition of the IFA 

® 



THROWING REQUIREMENTS 
NOTE: Examiner please initial each group as completed . 

GROUP 1 Four Straight Flights 

GROUP 2 

GROUP 3 

GROUP 4 

GROUP 5 

GROUP 6 

Four Right Curve Flights 

Four Left Curve Flights 

Four Hover (or Floater) Flights 

Four Skip Flights 

Distance (40-yd. min.) Throw 1 ___ yds. up-wind 

x ___ _ 
x ___ _ 
x ___ _ 
x ___ _ 
x ___ _ 

(four consecutive) Throw 2 yds. up-wind Average ___ yds. 
Throw 3 yds. down-wind 
Throw 4 yds. down-wind x ----

GROUP 7 Self-caught flights (two consecutive) 
1) MTA (6 sec. min.) OR 2) Throw, Run & Catch (80ft. min.) 

Throw 1 sec. Throw 1 ft. 
Throw 2 sec. Throw 2 ft. X ___ _ 

GROUP 8 Overhand Wrist Flip Deliveries Fou r _____ Flights 

GROUP 9 Alternate Style 

CATCHING REQUIREMENTS 
Four consecutive catches with right hand 
Four consecutive catches with left hand 
Three consecutive behind-the-back catches 
Three consecutive between-the-legs catches 
Three consecutive behind-the-head catches 
Three consecutive finger catches 
Three consecutive tip catches 

Four Flights 
Four _____ Flights 
Four __ Flights 

@}, FRISBEE MASTER CERTIFICATION 
® 

NAME: I FA# 

X. ___ _ 

x ___ _ 

x ___ _ 
x ___ _ 
X. ___ _ 
x ___ _ 
x ___ _ 
x ___ _ 
x ___ _ 

has qualified in all the requirements for the rank of FRISBEE® Master 
as attested by: 
IFA Member I FA# 

IFA Member I FA# 

IFA Member I FA# 

MASTERS CERTIFICATION FEE $7.50 

THIS DAY OF 





World Class," 
Maaer 

PI olicienq ClualilicMion Requirements 

CONDITIONS AND TEST AREA 

Two, four-yard diameter circles should be drawn on the ground 30 yards center to center. 
The candidate must deliver his flights from within one circle and may choose either end 
of the court for any throwing or catching group. 

QUALIFICATIONS COURT 

f------- 30 yds. -------

The catcher is free to move anywhere within the 4-yard diameter circle but is prohibited 
from stepping outside of it while attempting to catch. 

The candidate must complete the proficiency test within a 60-minute maximum time per
iod. Only one such attempt may be made in any single day. 

THROWING REQUIREMENTS 

Within each of the following flight groups, the candidate must use three different methods 
of delivery. To complete each delivery style, the candidate must throw three consecutive 
good flights. Straight flights may not cut the four-yard lines ; curves must cut the nine-yard 
lines at some point in flight. 

A properly completed throw will be within the extended reach of the catcher standing in 
the catching circle. The catcher may not step out of the circle in the catching attempt. 
If the throw is within the catcher 's reach , but is dropped , the throw is considered good. 

The candidate may schedule the following flight groups in any order he wishes: 

GROUP 1: Straight Flights 

GROUP 2: Hover Flights (must be over thrower's head at some point in flight and 
arrive at the catcher in an essentially flat attitude appropriate for tipping). 

GROUP 3: Right Curve Flights 

GROUP 4: Left Curve Flights 

GROUP 5: Skip Flights 



WORLD CLASSTM FRISBEE®MASTER 
PROFICIENCY QUALIFICATION REQUIREMENTS 

THROWING REQUIREMENTS (continued) 

SPECIAL FLIGHTS 
The fo llowing flights need be made with only one delivery style. Three consecutive good 
flights constitute completion. 

GROUP 1 Multiple Skips 

GROUP 2 Straight Roller* 

GROUP 3 Curve Roller* 

*Rollers must be rolling for at least one-half of the distance to the catcher. Curve,straight 
and catching criteria are identical to other flights. 

DISTANCE 
The candidate must obtain an average distance, in four consecutive flights, two up-wind and 
two down-wind , of not less than 60 yards. Women and seniors (45 yrs. or older) 50 yards . 

SELF-CAUGHT FLIGHTS 

The candidate must choose one of the following self-caught flight options: 

1. Maximum Time Aloft- Candidate must throw the Frisbee® disc into the air and then 
catch it cleanly in one hand before it strikes the ground. Time is measured from release 
to first contact of catching attempt. Two consecutive eight-second flights required . 

-OR-

2. Throw, Run and Catch- Candidate must throw the Frisbee disc into the air and then 
catch it cleanly in one hand before it strikes the ground. Distance is measured from 
point of release to point of first contact in catching attempt. Two consecutive 120-foot 
flights are required. 

NOTE: Women and seniors (45 yrs. or older) are required to throw two consecutive 
6-second flights for MTA or two consecutive 60-foot flights for TR & C. 

CATCHING REQUIREMENTS 

The candidate must execute each of the following catches, with three consecutive catches 
constitut ing complet ion: 

1. Behind the back catch 
2. Between the legs catch 
3. Behind the head catch 

Two of the following combination catches must be executed once : 

1. Any combination using a kick tip followed by a tr ick catch . 
2. Any tipping combination using three different body parts followed by a trick catch . 
3. Kick up of a roller followed by a trick catch. 
4. Any combination using at least three airbrushes followed by a trick catch other 

than one-finger catch. 
5. Any combination using at least a two-second nail delay followed by a trick catch 

other than one-finger catch. 



RMina QualilicMion 

THROWING REQUIREMENTS 
(3 consecutive in each delivery within each group) 

GROUP 1 Straight Flights Delivery Styles 1. 
2. 
3. X 

GROUP 2 Hover Flights Delivery Styles 1. 
2. 
3. X 

GROUP 3 Right Curve Flights Delivery Styles 1. 
2. 
3. X 

GROUP 4 Left Curve Flights Delivery Styles 1. 
2. 
3. X 

GROUP 5 Skip Flights Delivery Styles 1. 
2. 
3. X 

SPECIAL FLIGHTS GROUP 1 Multiple Skips X 
(three consecutive in each group) GROUP 2 Straight Roller X 

GROUP 3 Curve Roller X 

yds. (upwind) (four consecutive) 
yds. (upwind) 

DISTANCE Throw 1 
Throw 2 ____ _ 
Throw 3 ____ _ yds. (downwind) 
Throw 4 ____ _ yds. (downwind) Average yds. X 

SELF-CAUGHT FLIGHTS 
(2 consecutive) 

1. MTA OR 2. Throw, Run & Catch 
Throw 1 seconds Throw 1 _____ feet 
Throw 2 _____ seconds Throw 2 feet 

CATCHING REQUIREMENTS 
TRICK CATCHES (3 consecutive) 

ADVANCED COMBINATION 
(one completion of any two) 

1. Behind the back 
2. Between the legs 
3. Behind the head 

Combination .JJ.. 
-'+ 

Combination :f:!: 

x __ _ 

X 
X 
X 

X 
X 



~ WORLD CLASSrMFRISBEE®MASTER CERTIFICATION 
® 

Name: , IFA = 
was qualified in all the requirements for the rank of World Class Frisbee • 
Master as attested by: 

' 
IFA= 

Approved this day of 

WORLD CLASS CERTIFICATION FEE $10.00 

EXAMINER 'S FEE s 5.00 

NOTE: The examiner's fee is retained by the examiner regardless of test result . 

IFA® AWARDS FOR PROFICIENCY 
In recognition of achievement, the following awards accompany the 
certification fee of each proficiency level: 

FRISBEE ® EXPERT- $5.00 
Wallet Card 
Wall Certificate 

FRISBEE MASTER- $7.50 
Wallet Card (embossed on black metal) 
Wall Certificate 
Frisbee® Flying Discs for instruction 

(15, courtesy of Wham-0 Mfg. Co.) 

WORLD CLASS FRISBEE MASTER- $10.00 
Wallet Card (embossed on gold metal) 
Wall Certificate 
Frisbee Flying Discs for instruction 

(25, courtesy of Wham-0 Mfg. Co.) 
World Class Sew-On Patch 

Available WORLD CLASS MASTER Materials: 

Personalized World Class Warm-Up Suit (gold)- $40.00 

Jacket Size: S __ M __ L __ X-L __ 

Pant Size: s __ M __ L __ X-L __ 

Name on jacket , IFA # ________ _ 

Enclose (check, cash or money order) and mail to-International Frisbee ® 
Association, Box 970, San Gabrie l, CA. 91776 

NAME ___________________________ ___ 

ADDRESS _________________ _ ________ __ 

CITY __________ STATE ________ ZIP ______ _ 




